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_________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ Images of some cards, better looking dice, 4 strains missing Fas and other minor things. Beta Release 3.0 - ³ Update - 1.6
You³re Finally Here! I couldn't find some of the high resolution cards, so I had to scan them myself, and my scanner isn't one of the best, but I'm very happy with the quality³ It's more than enough to have fun! The rulebook is not updated anymore, as I don't have a good scanner to do it. The cards are small, the rulebook is big, and it didn't go well in
my attempts = (________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ From Kingdom Death: Monster! This mod is an updated version ³ Prattskki Edition, which was my all-time
favorite when the type used to constantly update it. Eventually, he left the mod and stopped So I started working on it, inspired by his and other modifications, to make some improvements on the one I liked the most. The reason why I decided to update this mod instead of playing with the ones that are already complete, is most of the KDM mods I use
so many automated static scripts, and it removes part of the dive. I like to see the cards moving, the decks crawling, and instead of just pressing buttons, moving thumbnails to start hunting or facing. If you prefer this mod style as I do, feel free to play, add or remove your own content and play with the guide (it’s completely open). Most of their
content is originally from Prattski Edition, but some of the content I’ve improved with what I’ve found online, particularly from the CCG group at . If you are the creator of some of them, feel free to contact me, so I can point out your credits, or even, if I’m not allowed to use them, delete them. them and find some replacements
.______________________________________________________ Contents:- Basic game content Updated to version 1.6- The 12 big expansions and updated content: White Gigalion Vignete: some minor expansions (mostly pinups) – 3D Terrain (I didn’t put the option to use ground still) I always use 3D. Sorry if that bothers anyone who prefers the old school
mode.) = (- Lots of promotions (I’m not sure about the whole list) – Some thumbnails I got from MisterSlack Mod (see your mod. It’s one of the best KDM modifications. HTTPS: //steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/fileDetails/?id=2 112 101 994) – Community editing content (not automated. You’ll have to do it manually if you want to use it) – Loop
people- A short campaign that I’ve designed. See below .______________________________________________________________ Custom Campaign – People of Loo Pi’S always sense that KDM lacks a shorter campaign. I love long campaigns, but sometimes I feel like a quick race just to try something different could be great. So I created my own campaign short,
short, of the Loop. You can find everything you need to play it in a bag on the top right table.It’s a short campaign, with only 6 years of flashlight, easily playable in 2 or 3 sessions (but don’t hesitate to do a single race, or even 1 year a day, for a 6-day campaign), with a pre-established start (some initial innovations, gears and stages). Survivor
statistics) and a lot of personalized content.- Each Lantern Year has a new and unique timeline Event- There is a completely new and exclusive Random Hunting Event table, tested and re-evaluated, with a lot of suggestions from friends, with 30 new unique events (not used the C Event table). Random game of the base game in this campaign) â There
is a new Settlement Location, with new options during the Settlement Phase.- A completely new storyline, with 4 fixed survivors battling a Nemesis version of a Phoenix.Do not hesitate to ask questions in the comments below about the rules. I’ll answer as soon as I see them.Feedback is welcome. Even if it’s a negative feedback! Any information I can
use to improve the campaign will be considered positive. Feel free to say anything you find good or bad in this creation. I’m not an expert on anything related to game design, just a KDM fan, so any comments will be considered.__________________________________________________Please feel free to let me know of any improvements you have in mind or
problems you find in this version in the comments section. I will try to reply as soon as I can______________________________________________FAQ (updated December 14, 2021):Q: Does the mod have all 1.6 content updated?A: All updated cards are present in the mod, including expansion cards. Although I did NOT update the rule books, except for the
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of the game, and make a coding of 10h + only for an option that would not use is not fine. I'm really sorry if that bothers someone. Monster to start showdowns and hunts there is a small boton â "reset hunt and showdown." This error should be rare, but some users reported it, and I could not find exactly how much it happens, so I have created that
boton for when when when when make. Simply click on, try to start your showdown/hunt, and your problem should be solved. , above the Liquidation Board. They have the contents of letters for expansions, ces and promos. The majority of the letters that you only have to add to the initial deck manually, such as settlement events, innovations, struggle
arts and disagreements. Some have to eliminate their counterparts (if you want to have any CE content, for example, eliminate the original). At present, it must be done manually. erasing my 3D land. At present, there is no automated way to do it. . I have tried to find a way to fix that error, but I could not fix it as the code is, since the majority of its
code is based on the collision of objects. When you open, there is no collision, so it does not consider the armor, for example, until you collect it and fall again in the gear rack. The way I found to that without having to change the whole code was just to force the collision of objects every time you create a new table, making those objects jump. jump.
jump. jump.
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